Practice for Science
Testing Success
Prepare your students for academic success with the
Louisiana CFA (Common Formative Assessment) Practice
Questions for grades 3 and 4. This science test-preparation
resource will guide students through real-world scientific
phenomena and concepts that are aligned to the Louisiana
Student Standards for Science, with practice questions that
will prepare them for today’s rigorous testing.
Life Science

Students will:

37. What will happen to the life cycle of the crickets if the
pattern
continues?
■ Build
scientific knowledge and skills

■

Become confident test takers

■

Investigate, evaluate, and use scientific reasoning

■

Apply knowledge and demonstrate understanding
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38. Look at the graph above
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Key Features:
■

Aligned to the Louisiana Student Standards for Science and New Leap 2025

■

Practice test questions cover each strand of science (life, physical, Earth and space)

■

Assessment questions were written and reviewed by Louisiana educators

■

Rigorous practice questions are grade appropriate and cover the Multi-Dimensional Alignment
■

Disciplinary Core Ideas (DCI)

■

Crosscutting Concepts (CCC)

■

Science and Engineering Practices (SEP)

■

Depth of Knowledge (DOK)

Maps provide opportunities for
analyzing and critical thinking.

Real-life scenarios and engaging content introduce
grade-level appropriate science concepts.

Earth and Space Science

Physical Science
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Part A

North
America

Earthquakes
Europe

Marcy creates an experiment to see how far she can move a cup by rolling a
marble . She places the marble at different heights on a ramp she makes from a
ruler The results of her experiment are recorded in the chart below
ruler .
below .
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Which
claim is best supported by the data from the map?
72.

Using both maps, explain how
volcanoes and earthquakes have
patterns .
common

ruler .
B Change the length of the ruler
C Change the placement of the cup .
ruler .
D Change the direction of the ruler
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Diagrams and charts reinforce
science content and knowledge.
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